
 Minerals

The mineral content of fruits and vegetables
depends on the soil they are grown in. Erosion
and modern farming methods have seriously
depleted the minerals available from plant
food sources making supplementation a
necessity for good health.
It has been known since 1936 that our soils
were found to be lacking in minerals.
There are two groups of minerals - macro and
trace. Macro minerals (which are needed in
larger amounts) include calcium, magnesium,
sodium, potassium and phosphorus. Trace
minerals such as zinc, boron, iron, chromium,
selenium and iodine are needed in minute
amounts but are essential to good health. For
instance, boron is needed for calcium uptake;
iodine helps to metabolize excess fat and is
needed for a healthy thyroid gland; and
chromium is involved in the metabolism of
glucose.

 Fulvic Acid

Fulvic acid, is a by-product of plant
photosynthesis. Fulvic acid in the soil acts as
a filter for toxic metals. It will grab a toxic
metal and immobilize it which prevents it
from migrating or chemically reacting.

When crops are grown on soils deficient in
Fulvic acid, toxic metals can be absorbed by the
plant and passed into the food chain.

Fulvic acids enter into all life processes within
plants and animals. They act as free radical
scavengers, supply vital electrolytes, enhance
and transport nutrients, catalyze enzyme
reactions, increase assimilation, chelate macro
and trace minerals, and enhance electrochemical
balance.
In other words, it changes inorganic foods to
organic for complete absorption. The body can
only assimilate about 10% of inorganic
mineral complexes.

Fulvic acid assists every stage of cellular
metabolism and is the most powerful, natural
enzyme known. It restores electrical balance to
damaged cells, neutralizes toxins and can
eliminate food poisoning within minutes. When
it encounters free radicals with unpaired positive
or negative electrons, it supplies an equal and
opposite charge to neutralize the free radical.
Fulvic acid acts as a refiner and transporter of
organic materials and cell nutrients.

Creation Mineral Boost

This mineral supplement contains the most
easily digestible and bio-available organic
mineral complexes and amino acids available.

We Are Composed Of Over 50 Trillion Cells.
Every One Of Our Cells Needs Minerals
To Communicate & Function Properly.
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Creation Mineral Boost is pure, extracted
fulvic acid from humate, which has been
referred to as “The Fountain of Youth”
because of its role in plant and animal
nutrition.
Creation Mineral Boost improves energy
function, increases assimilation, stimulates
metabolism, restores electrochemical
balance, reduces high blood pressure,
enhances nutrients, and helps rebuild the
immune system.

Let Your Food
Be Your Medicine

Fulvic Acid, depending on the need for
balance in the "whatever" situation, can
behave as both a donor and acceptor of
electrons. What this means is that it will bind
to both positively and negatively charged ions
making it the most powerful free-radical
scavenger and natural antioxidant known.
Fulvic Acid is known to stimulate microbial
activity. Fulvic Acid substances have also been
known to exhibit antimicrobial properties. It
seems that within the body, Fulvic Acid
stimulates the "good" microbes while
suppressing the "bad" microbes. Fulvic Acid
chelates heavy metals into water soluble
metals that can easily be excreted from the
body.
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Creation
Mineral
Boost

“All Natural Enzyme/Electrolyte Food”

Nature’s Natural Chelator

Fulvic Acid, chelates inorganic nutrients
into organic nutrients. It is a nutrient
derived from organic plant matter. It is
responsible for making all the nutrients
in the food and supplements very
digestible and bio-available to the body.
Many supplements today contain an
assortment of nutrients, but this alone
does not guarantee we can absorb or
digest them. Without Fulvic Minerals we
do not maximize the benefits of eating
right or taking supplements. By taking
Fulvic Minerals in water with our meals
or when taking supplements, we are
guaranteed to maximize digestion – no
acid reflux and more energy – PLUS
they energize our water.

Research from Switzerland states that our
bodies are composed of 50 trillion cells.
Without Fulvic electrolytes the cells are
compromised which lowers our energy,
our immune system, and compromises
our whole electrolyte system.

Electrolytes and Amino Acids are the spark
plugs for life and anti-aging. Feel young
again by taking Fulvic Minerals.

Creation Mineral Boost is super-charged
with bio-rhythms to protect it from EMFs
and scanning. Foods or supplements that
have been scanned have reverse polarity
which lowers their energy and makes
them hard to digest. Only about 10% of
the nutrients are digested.

Why waste good money on products
that have been scanned? Drink Creation
Mineral Boost in a glass of water to
maximize their nutrients while making
them totally digestible.

*Disclaimer: These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion. These statements and the products of this company are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease. Consult your physician before taking this product.
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FULVIC MINERALS

The Key To

Anti-Aging & Longevity

What Are The Benefits?

• Reduces stress*
• Increases libido*
• Promotes healthy sleep*
• Great for hair - skin - nails*
• Increases energy and stamina*
• Supports the immune system*
• Improves moods and emotions*
• Reduces pain/soreness after exercising*
• Improves memory - focus - concentration*
• Using Fulvic Minerals in water before

meals will aid in losing weight by burning
body fat*

• Take with meals or after for better digestion
(no acid reflux) and better absorption of
our nutrients*

Creation Mineral Boost is a complete
source of Fulvic Minerals, Enzymes,
Electrolytes, and anti-aging Amino Acids
from plants.

FULVIC MINERALS
The Key To

Anti-Aging & Longevity

DON’T DELAY • START TODAY!

All of our products are supercharged with bio-
rhythms to protect our body from EMFs and
scanning.
Before taking this product, pause for a moment
and “Give God the Glory For Your Health”.
Thank Him for what you want the nutrients to
do for you and “Feel the Difference”.


